The high arithmetic performance and intrinsic parallelism of recent graphical processing units (GPUs) can offer a technological edge for molecular dynamics simulations. ACEMD is a production-class bio-molecular dynamics (MD) simulation program designed specifically for GPUs which is able to achieve supercomputing scale performance of 40 nanoseconds/day for all-atom protein systems with over 23, 000 atoms. We illustrate the characteristics of the code, its validation and performance. We also run a microsecond-long trajectory for an all-atom molecular system in explicit TIP3P water on a single workstation computer equipped with just 3 GPUs. This performance on cost effective hardware allows ACEMD to reach microsecond timescales routinely with important implications in terms of scientific applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
The simulation of mesoscopic scales (microseconds to milliseconds) of macromolecules continues to pose a challenge to modern computational biophysics. Whilst the fundamental thermodynamic framework behind the simulation of macromolecules is well characterised, exploration of biological time scales remains beyond the computational capacity routinely available to many researchers. This has significantly inhibited the widespread use of molecular simulations for in silico modelling and prediction 1 .
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the development of molecular dynamics simulation techniques. D. E. Shaw Research 2 has fostered several significant algorithmic improvements including mid-point 3 and neutral-territory methods 4 for the summation of non-bonded force calculations, a new molecular dynamics package called Desmond 5 and Anton 2 , a parallel machine for molecular dynamics simulations that uses specially-designed hardware. Other parallel MD codes, such as Blue matter 6 , NAMD 7 and Gromacs4 8 , have been designed to perform parallel MD simulations across multiple independent processors, but latency and bandwidth limitations in the interconnection network between processors reduces parallel scaling unless the size of the simulated system is increased with processor count. Furthermore, dedicated, highly-parallel machines are usually expensive and not reservable for long periods of time due to cost constraints and allocation restrictions.
A further line of development of MD codes consists of using commodity high performance accelerated processors 1 . This approach has become an active area of investigation, particularly in relation to the Sony-Toshiba-IBM Cell processor 9 and graphical processing units (GPUs). Recently, De Fabritiis 9 implemented an all-atom biomolecular simulation code, CellMD, targeted to the architecture of the Cell processor (contained within the Sony Playstation3) that reached a sustained performance of 30 Gflops with a speedup of 19 times compared to the single CPU version of the code. At the same time, a port of the Gromacs code for implicit solvent models 10 was developed and used by the Folding@home distributed computing project 11 on a distributed network of Playstation3s. Similarly, CellMD was used in the PS3GRID.net project 12 based on the BOINC platform 13 moving all-atom MD applications into a distributed computing infrastructure.
Pioneers in the use of GPUs for production molecular dynamics 11 had several limita- In this work, we report on a molecular dynamics program called ACEMD which is optimised to run on Nvidia GPUs and which has been developed with the aim of advancing the frontier of molecular simulation towards the ability to routinely perform microsecond-scale simulations. ACEMD maximises performance by running the whole computation on the GPU rather than offloading only selected computationally-expensive parts. We have developed ACEMD to implement all features of a typical MD simulation including those usually required for production simulations such as particle-mesh Ewald (PME 19 ) calculation of long range electrostatics, thermostatic control and bond constraints. The default force-field format used by ACEMD is CHARMM 20 although the code can also use the Amber99
21
force field once converted to the format of the former 22 . ACEMD also provides a scripting interface to control and program the molecular dynamics run to perform complex protocols like umbrella sampling, steered molecular dynamics and sheared boundary conditions.
II. GPU ARCHITECTURE
The G80 and subsequent G200 generations of Nvidia GPU architectures are designed for data-parallel computation, in which the same program code is executed in parallel on many data elements. The CUDA programming model, an extended C-like language for GPUs, abstracts the implementation details of the GPU so that the programmer may easily write code 3 that is portable between current and future GPUs. Nvidia GPU devices are implemented as a set of multiprocessor (MP) devices, each of which is capable of synchronously executing 32 program threads in parallel (called warp) and managing up to 1024 concurrently ( Figure   1 ). Current Nvidia products based on these devices are able to achieve up to 933 Gflops Whilst the older G80 architecture supported only single-precision IEEE-754 floating point arithmetic, the newer G200 design also supports double-precision arithmetic, albeit at a much lower relative speed. The MP has special hardware support for reciprocal square root, exponentiation and trigonometric functions, allowing these to be computed with low latency but at the expense of slightly reduced precision.
Program fragments written to be executed on the GPU are known as kernels and are executed in blocks. Each block consists of multiple instances of the kernel, called threads, which are run concurrently on a single multiprocessor. The number of threads in a block is limited by the resources available on the MP but multiple blocks may be grouped together as a grid. The CUDA runtime, in conjunction with the GPU hardware itself, is responsible for efficiently scheduling the execution of a grid of blocks on available GPU hardware. CUDA does not presently provide a mechanism for transparently using multiple GPU devices for parallel computation. For full details of the CUDA environment, the reader is referred to the SDK documentation 24 . Gflops 512 (sp) 933 (sp) 78 (dp) 54 (dp)
Power ( manufacturers' data sheets. (sp stands for single precision and dp for double precision). 
III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS ON THE GPU
ACEMD implements all features of an MD simulation on a CUDA-compatible GPU device, including those usually required for production simulations in the NVT ensemble (ie bonded and non-bonded force term computation, velocity-Verlet integration, Langevin thermostatic control, smooth Ewald long range electrostatics (PME) 19, 25 and hydrogen bond constraints). Also implemented is the hydrogen mass repartitioning scheme described in Ref. 26 and used for instance in codes such as Gromacs, which allows an increased timestep of up to 4 fs. The code does not presently contain a barostat, so simulations in the NPT ensemble are not possible. However, it is noted that with large molecular systems, changes in volume due to the pressure control are very limited after an initial equilibration making NVT simulations viable for production runs. ACEMD supports the CHARMM27 force field and Amber99 in CHARMM format 22 , PDB, PSF and DCD file formats 27 as well as steered molecular dynamics 28 , check-pointing and input files compatible with a widely used MD codes such as NAMD.
The computation of the non-bonded force terms dominates the computational cost of MD simulations and it is therefore important to use an efficient algorithm. As in 9,17 , we implement a cell-list scheme in which particles are binned according to their co-ordinates.
On all-atom biomolecular systems a cutoff of R = 12Å with bins R/2 gives an average cell population of approximately 22 atoms. This is comparable to the warp size of 32 for current Nvidia GPUs. In practice, however, transient density fluctuations can lead to the cell population exceeding the warp size. Consequently, the default behaviour of ACEMD is to assume a maximum cell population of 64. The code may also accommodate a bin size of R for coarse-grained simulations. The cell-list construction kernel processes one particle per thread, with each thread computing the cell in which its atom resides. To permit concurrent manipulation of a cell-list array, atomic memory operations are used.
The non-bonded force computation kernel processes a single cell per thread block, computing the full Lennard-Jones and electrostatic force on each particle residing within it. All of the cells within R of the current cell (including the a copy of the cell itself) are loaded into shared memory in turn. Each thread then computes the force on its particle by iterating over the array in shared memory. In contrast to CPU implementations, reciprocal forces are not stored for future use (ie the force term F ij is not saved for reuse as F ji ), because of the relatively high cost of global memory access. The texture units are used to assist the calculation of the electrostatic and van der Waals terms by providing linearly interpolated values for the radial components of those functions from lookup tables. The interpolation error is low and does not affect the energy conservation properties of NVE simulations.
In production runs (Figure 2 ), the relative force error compared to a reference simulation performed in double precision is consistently less than 10 −4 , below the 10 −3 error considered the maximum acceptable for biomolecular simulations 5 . Particle-mesh Ewald (PME) For PME calculations, a cutoff of R = 9.0Å is considered to provide sufficient accuracy, permitting the maximum cell population to be limited to 32 atoms.
To support CHARMM and AMBER force fields, it is necessary to selectively exclude or scale non-bonded force terms between atoms that share an explicit bond term. The indices of excluded and 1-4 scaled pairs are stored in bitmaps, allowing any pair of particles with indices i, j such that |i − j| ≤ 64 to be excluded or scaled 16 . Exclusions with larger index separations are also supported in order to accommodate, for example, disulphide bonds but the additional book-keeping imposes a minor reduction in performance. Because the atoms participating in bonded terms are spatially localised, it is necessary only to make exclusion tests for interactions between adjacent cells despite, for cells of R/2, the interaction halo being two cells thick. A consequent optimisation is the splitting of the non-bonded force kernel into two versions, termed inner and outer, which respectively include and omit the test.
Holonomic bond constraints are implemented using the M-shake algorithm 30 an iterative algorithm and, in order to achieve acceptable convergence it is necessary to use double precision arithmetic (a capability available only on G200/architecture 1. Table II , we show the energy change per nanosecond per degrees of freedom in units of K b T , which is similar with other single and double precision codes MD 34 . We note that even when using bigger timesteps and a combination of M-shake and hydrogen mass repartitioning, energy conservation is reasonably good, and much slower than the timescale at which the thermostat would act. Hydrogen mass repartitioning is an elegant way to increase the timestep up to 4 fs by increasing the momentum of inertia of groups of atoms bonded to hydrogen atoms. The mass of the bonded heavy atoms to hydrogens is repartitioned among hydrogen atoms, leaving the total mass of the system unchanged. As individual atom masses do not appear in the expression for the equilibrium distribution, this repartition affects only the dynamic properties of the system not the equilibrium distribution. Following 26 , a factor 4 for hydrogens affects only marginally the diffusion and viscosity of TIP3P water (which is in any case inaccurate when compared to experimental data). A similar speed up could also be obtained by using a smaller timestep with the evaluation of the long range electrostatic terms every other timestep.
We also validated the implementation of the PME algorithm to compute long range electrostatics forces. We run a set of simulations using different timesteps and algorithms as above (dt = 1, 2 fs rigid bonds , dt = 4 fs rigid bonds and hydrogen mass repartitioning) on a 40.5 × 40.5 × 40.5Å 3 box of 1 M solution of NaCl in water (6461 atoms), as in 35 .
PME calculations were performed with a 64 × 64 × 64 grid size. Two simulations of the same system were used as reference, one with Gromacs 8 with PME as in 35 , and the other using ACEMD with an electrostatic cutoff of 12Å without PME. We calculated the NaNa pair distribution function g(r) in Figure 3 in order to compare the simulation results for different simulations and methods, as from 35 Na-Na g(r) results as the quantity more sensitive to different methods for electrostatics calculations. We note that for all integration timesteps used, ACEMD agrees well with the reference simulation made with Gromacs. In addition, using PME gives consistently better results than using a 12Å cutoff for this simple homogeneous system, as expected. A direct validation of the pair distribution function with the hydrogen mass repartitioning method is also shown in Fig. 3 comparing the g(r) for timestep equal 1, 2, 4. Gromacs PME 1fs ACEMD cutoff 12 (no PME) ACEMD PME (1fs none) ACEMD PME (1fs water) ACEMD PME (2fs water) ACEMD PME (4fs water)
FIG. 3:
Plot of Na-Na pair distribution functions for a 1M NaCl water box as in 35 .
Program V. PERFORMANCE
The current implementation of ACEMD is parallelized in a task parallel manner designed to scale across just 3 GPUs attached to a single host system. A simple force-decomposition scheme 36 is used, in which each GPU computes a subset of the force terms. These force terms are summed on by the host processor and the total force matrix transferred back to each GPU which then perform integration of the whole system. ACEMD dynamically load-balances the computation across the GPUs. This allows the simulation of heterogeneous molecular TABLE IV: Performance of ACEMD and NAMD on the apoA1 benchmark. ACEMD run using Nvidia GTX 280 GPUs (R = 9Å, PME every step), NAMD (R = 12Å, PME every 4 steps) run with G80-series GPUs (approximately half as fast) NAMD performance data taken from 18 .
systems and also accommodates variation due to host system architecture (for example, different speed GPUs or GPU-host links). For simulations requiring PME, a heterogeneous task decomposition is used, with a subset of GPUs dedicated to PME computation.
The performance benchmark is based on the DHFR molecular system with a cutoff of R = 9Å, switched at 7.5Å, dt = 4 fs, PME for long range electrostatic with 64 × 64 × 64 grid size and fourth order interpolation, M-shake constraints for hydrogen bonds and hydrogen mass repartitioning. All simulations were run on a PC equipped with 4 Nvidia GPU GTX 280 cards at 1.3GHz (just 3 GPUs used for these tests), a quad core AMD Phenom processor (2.6GHz), MSI board with AMD790 FX chipset, 4GB RAM running Fedora Core 9, CUDA toolkit 2.0 and the Nvidia graphics driver 177.73. Performance results reported in Table III indicates that ACEMD requires 17.55 ms per step with the DHFR system and 7.56 ms per step when run in parallel over the 3 GPUs. As expected by the simple task decomposition scheme, ACEMD achieves a parallel efficiency of 2.3 over 3 GPUs.
Further device-to-device communication directives may substantially improve these results as they will enable the use of spatial-decomposition parallelisation strategies, such as neutral territory (NT) schemes 4 . Comparing directly the maximum performance of ACEMD on the DHFR system with results of various MD programs from Ref. 5 we obtain a performance approaching that of 256 CPU cores using NAMD and 64 using Desmond on a cluster with Representative performance data for ACEMD and the the GPU-accelerated version of NAMD 18 for the apoA1 benchmark system (92,224 atoms) is given in Table IV . Differences between the simulation and hardware configurations prevent a direct comparison but it is salient to note that because the enhanced NAMD retains the spatial decomposition parallelism it is able to scale across multiple GPU-equipped hosts, whilst ACEMD is designed for optimal performance on a small number of GPUs.
VI. MICROSECOND SIMULATIONS ON WORKSTATION HARDWARE
To provide a direct demonstration that molecular simulations have now entered the microsecond regime routinely we perform a microsecond long trajectory performed on a workstation-class PC. We use for this task the chicken Villin headpiece (HP-35) structure, one of the smallest polypeptides with a stable globular structure comprising three alphahelices placed in a "U"-shaped form, as shown in Figure 4c . Due to its small size, it is commonly used as a subject in long molecular simulations for folding studies, for instance 37 , which uses highly parallel distributed-computing to compute many trajectories to fully sample the phase space of the folding process. Alternatively, mutanogesis studies on folding 38 have been performed using biased methods to accelerate the sampling.
The Villin headpiece (PDB:1YRF) was fully solvated in TIP3P water and Na-Cl at 150mM (a total of 13701 atoms) using the program VMD 39 and the CHARMM force-field.
The system was then equilibrated at 300K and 1atm for 10ns using NAMD2.6 7 with a cutoff of 9Å, PME with a 48 × 48 × 48 grid, constraints for all H bond terms and a timestep of 2fs. Simulations with ACEMD were performed using an NVT ensemble, hydrogen mass repartitioning and timestep of 4fs. Starting from the final equilibrium configuration of NAMD, we run ACEMD at 450K for 40 ns until the system was completely unfolded (movie available at 47 ). The resulting extended configuration (Figure 4b ) was then used as the starting point of a microsecond long single trajectory at a temperature of 305K. Figure   4a , shows the RMSD of the backbone of the protein along the trajectory. The minimum A for which the resulting best structure is overlapped with the crystal structure in (c).
RMSD was 4.87. The protein seems to sample quite often the overall shape of the crystal structure yet not converge towards it ( Figure 4c ). As this structure is expected to fold in 4-5 microseconds, we plan to extend the dynamics in the future along with any newer and faster version of ACEMD (for instance using the new Nvidia GTX295 cards or, more likely, quad GPU Tesla S1075 units). An important consideration with regards to the force-field:
with molecular simulations approaching the microseconds, it is clear that the accuracy of the force-fields will become more and more important. In particular, this system has shown to be very sensitive to the force-field used 38 (CHARMM seems to converge poorly towards the folded structure).
The production run on a PC equipped with ACEMD and 3 Nvidia GPUs (720 cores) required approximately 15 days (66 nanoseconds/day) (see Table V ) and probably represents the limit for current hardware and software implementation, while 5 microseconds should be obtainable in the near future using a 4-way GTX295 based system with 8 GPU cores. Using currently-available commodity technology, the construction of computer systems with up to 8 directly-attached GPUs has been demonstrated 4816 . GPUs attach to the host system using the industry-standard PCI-Express interface 40 . This interface is characterised by a The GPU resource requirements of the non-bonded kernel make it possible for up to 8 independent blocks to be processed simultaneously per multiprocessor. The limit of parallelization for the execution of the non-bonded kernel occurs when all blocks may be processed simultaneously by the available multiprocessors. Thus, for instance, a cubic simulation box with l = 66Å and cell size 6Å would scale over 167 multiprocessors (1336 cores), or 6 G200-class GPUs. Figure 5 shows the runtime of the inner and outer non-bonded kernels on a water box as a function of block count per kernel invocation. The minimum computation time for the fully-parallel case would be 3.4 ms/step on current hardware. To further improve performance, optimisation of the kernel or further subdivision of the computation would be required.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a molecular dynamics application, ACEMD, designed to reach the microsecond timescale even on cost-effective workstation hardware using the computational Tflops of sustained performance 43 , and is thus one of the largest distributed infrastructures for molecular simulations, producing thousands of nanosecond long trajectories per day for high-throughput molecular simulations, for instance for accurate virtual screening 44 .
The current implementation of ACEMD limits its parallel performance to just 3 GPUs 15 due to a simple task parallelization. We plan to extend the use of ACEMD on more GPUs, but keeping the focus on scalability, so small numbers of GPUs . Ideally the optimal system for ACEMD would rely on a single node attached to a large number of GPUs via individual PCIe expansion slots in order to take advantage of the large interconnect bandwidth. ACEMD would potentially scale very well on such machine due to the fact that it is entirely executing on the GPU devices, obtaining CPU loads within just 5%. For efficient scaling across a GPU-equipped cluster, we anticipate that a re-factoring of the parallelisation scheme to use a spatial decomposition method 4 would be necessary, moving away from the simple task parallelisation used in this work. Possible future developments also include support of forthcoming programming languages for GPUs, for example OpenCL 45 , a development library which is intended to provide a hardware-agnostic, data-parallel programming model. Whilst GPU devices are commonly present in desktop and workstation computers for graphics purposes, as accelerator processors they have yet to become routinely integrated components of the compute cluster systems typically used for high-performance computing 
